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Elisabetta Cametti

Elisabetta Cametti (Milan, 1970), a graduate in Economics from the Bocconi University in
Milan, has been an editor for the last twenty years and works between Milan and
London. Il Regista (Cairo, 2015) inaugurated with success Series 29, of which Caino
(Cairo, 2016) is the second novel. In 2013 she published K-I guardiani della Storia – her
debut and international bestseller, followed in 2014 by K-Nel mare del tempo. She has
been acclaimed “the grande dame of the Italian thriller” by the press. Elisabetta is a
regular guest on Canale 5, in the Mattino Cinque programme and on Rete 4 in the Quarto
Grado programme, as a commentator of crime cases. She has a column “Giallo&Nero” in
the Nuovo weekly. Some of her novels, written under a pseudonym, have been sold to 12
countries.
www.elisabettacametti.com
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Elisabetta Cametti

Il Regista / The Director
Series 29 / Thriller
Publisher: Cairo Editore
Date of publication: November 2015
Pages: 384
29 hours to survive, 29 hours to take revenge, 29
hours to counteract a criminal plan, 29 hours of live
terror.
New York, now. Veronika Evans is a photojournalist who portrays
the dregs of society in this big city. Her shocking photographs
obtain millions of views daily, dozens of tweets per hour and a
surge of followers amongst whom anybody can hide. The NYPD
profiler, Barbara Shiller carries out the criminal investigation of
this multiple homicide case.
It is her chance to redeem her career from a terrible error of judgement she has made. A year after
the last Emmy Award Winner talk show, the police find the dead bodies of the other participants in
the show. Veronica is one of the suspects. Apart from her, a war reporter and a famous lawyer, the
owner of the rival photo agency, Derek Crane are also investigated. And even the talk show host
comes under suspicion. All of them have got a watertight alibi and all of them have a troubled past. All
are potential executioners. All are potential victims. The evidence accumulates but does not establish
any motive. There remain 29 hours of the countdown: in the escalation of violence and terror there
appears the silhouette of the Director and his incredible homicidal strategy which will certainly add a
new page in the history of crime.

“High Tension, a story contained within twenty-nine hours. Cametti’s great skill lies in having created a
perfect mechanism in which all the pieces fit together.”
Corriere
“29 hours seem a short time but it becomes eternity when it separates you from death. From the
revenge you have always desired to exact. Or from the solution of an enigma launched by a serial killer,
who spreads terror. A masterly thriller with two powerful women at the helm.”
F
“It is a blood-curdling story that revolves around the number favoured by real-life criminals. Elisabeta
Cametti tells us how some of them have committed their first murder at the age of 29 and that the
average number of their crimes is 29. “
Repubblica
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Elisabetta Cametti

Caino / Cain
Series 29 / Thriller
Publisher: Cairo Editore
Date of publication: November 2016
Pages: 480
A missing woman who disappeared ten years ago. An
artist obsessed with only one masterpiece. A death
row serial killer. A recurring number: 29.
Veronika Evans, a controversial photojournalist and protector of
noble causes does not want to collaborate with the NYPD ever
again. She can still see that trail of blood from her last
investigation, her heart is still filled with horror. To pull herself
together, she goes to Greenland to do a documentary about the
illegal slaughter of seals but the past catches up with her even in
that distant part of the world. Fisher, the director of the Detective Bureau, needs her in New York. At
the feet of the stone lions of the Public Library, on a bench, the body of a woman has been found. She
was sitting there, with make-up on, wearing an evening dress, a crime scene that looked like a piece of
contemporary art installation. Any coincidence is excluded from the start: shortly the Library will
inaugurate an artistic event twinned with the Biennale of Venice. Fisher needs a pair of shrewd eyes to
observe the scene in his place and Veronica has been included in the list of the invited VIPs.
Meanwhile, the dead bodies treble in numbers. The modus operandi is the same, the message is clear
though indecipherable for the moment. There appears a possible connection: a woman, who
disappeared over ten years ago but it is a false trail which leads to a serial killer known as the Taylor,
awaiting execution by lethal injection. What is it that links Cain – the name Fisher gives to assassins
still without identity – with the Taylor? The only recurring element is number 29, the date, which
becomes a threat in the city of New York, in the maximum security prison in Virginia and in Venice.
The day of the vengeance. The day of the execution. The day of the killing.
“Cametti is the “little niece” of Agatha Christie.”
Corriere della Sera
“In a couple of years Elisabetta Cametti has achieved the status of the grande dame of the Italian
thriller.”
Donna Moderna
“Creative skills characterize personalities capable of adapting themselves to the changing scenarios of
life. Take a good look at Veronika Evans: the protagonist of the thriller Cain by Elisabetta Cametti flies
to Greenland to escape her past.”
Io Donna
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“A well-knit thriller that combines horror with aesthetic beauty. The new crime novel of Elisabetta
Cametti is a sure-fire scenario for a big screen adaptation.”
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Elisabetta Cametti

I guardiani della storia / The Guardians of History
Series K / Mystery Thriller
Publisher: Cairo Editore
Date of publication: October 2013
Pages: 576
Rights sold: Spain/Planeta, US/Amazon
A woman fighting against an implacable fate. A big
multinational company involved in the archaeological
intrigue. Unacknowledged truth leading into the very
heart of an ancient civilization. Greed, courage,
passion, terror: Elisabetta Cametti has written a
masterful and hypnotic thriller, with an exceptional
measure of rhythm and tension.
Blond, charming and a fighter, wearing high heels, sleeping only four hours and an animal lover,
especially her beautiful black cat, the only living being that shares her London flat. This is Katherine
Sinclaire, the general director of 9Sense Publishing, one of the most important publishing houses in
the world. She will not hold the post for a long time because the empire is on the point of collapse.
Summoned urgently to a meeting by Bruce Aron, the managing director, Katherine encounters a hairraising scene: Bruce’s fatally wounded body seemingly done in by his own hand. Before dying he has
left her a USB drive with the word “Fighter”, her nickname. This is the first in a long series of clues,
each of them more disturbing than the other, which will take her to the Bolsena Lake, one of the most
mysterious archaeological sites in history. Accompanied by a rather withdrawn Jethro Blake, Katherine
will descend into the bowels of the earth in the middle of an obscure ritual of one of the most
fascinating civilizations, the Etruscans. But what is it that links the 9Sense Publishing with this
unexplored site? What was the secret of Bruce? And what terrible sacrifice is about to be performed?
“The female counterpart of Robert Langdon, the hero of Dan Brown’s novels, is Katherine Sinclaire.
Blond, fighting and armed with high heels.”
La Stampa
“An addictive and fast paced book, written with great passion, will catapult the readers into the
whirlpool of events. It gets them hooked until the last page and transmits positive messages through
its protagonist, Katherine Sinclaire.”
Corriere

“A thriller which begins in a modern-day publishing house and ends in the age of the Etruscans and
their impenetrable mysteries. All this and much more, also love, is the plot of The Guardians of
History.”
Vanity Fair
Rights List
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Elisabetta Cametti

Nel mare del tempo / In the Sea of Time
Series K / Mystery Thriller
Publisher: Giunti
Date of publication: September 2014
Pages: 576
A manager and a heretic, two women chosen by fate
to defeat time. A collector obsessed with the truth.
An underground passage which guards a mighty
secret.
A year after the solution of the archaeological intrigue which put
the life of Katherine Sinclaire at risk, the nightmare she was
hoping to have escaped from is back in the form of an enemy
beyond suspicion. During the presentation of her first novel, a
man kills himself just in front of her after having thrown at her
an antique ring with two names engraved on it. Exhausted after a series of homicides and tormented
by five enigmatic books, Katherine will again become trapped in a bloody treasure hunt that will put
her on the trail of Angelica, a mysterious woman who lived in the Middle Ages. Following her portraits,
Katherine will reach underground passages used by retreating heretics and built by an expert
strategist to safeguard one of the most phenomenal secrets in history. During an arduous trip from
Brittany, the land of the tides, to the pre-alpine hideouts of Fra Dolcino, Katherine will realize that
they are bound together with an invisible but a very strong thread… stronger than the fate that will
lead her to the point of no return.
“In her precise style Elisabetta Cametti has created a thriller which takes us on a trip at the pace that
takes our breath away.
Diva e donna
“Among the titles best loved by the readers, K-In the Sea of Time, the second mystery thriller by
Elisabetta Cametti, comparable to The Da Vinci Code, wins the hearts and the attention until the
denouement in spite of its 500 pages.”
Panorama
“Katherine Sinclaire represents many universal values, such as integrity, self-confidence or intellectual
honesty and she fights against manifestations of ignorance, that is the wickedness and the envy.
Katherine never stops dreaming: her strength makes possible what seems to be impossible.”
Elle
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Claudia Casanova

Claudia Casanova (Barcelona, 1974) is a graduate in Economics and Translation. She
began writing stories at the age of 12 and wrote two novels before graduating. Her
professional career began in the publishing sector, first as a manuscript reader and
translator and later as an editor. She is editor in Ático de los Libros Publishing House.
She has published two historical novels: the first, La dama y el león (Planeta, 2006) set
in medieval France, has been translated into several languages. In 2009 she published
La tierra de Dios (Planeta) about Spain divided between three cultures. She is a member
of the American Historical Association and collaborates with other media, radio
programmes and historical magazines. Her third novel is La perla negra (Ediciones B) set
in the 12th century in Narbonne in the south of France.
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Claudia Casanova

Historia de una flor / The Story of a Flower
Historical novel
Publisher: PRH/Ediciones B
Date of publication: February 2019
Pages: 360
A touching love story of Blanca Catalán de Ocón, the first recognized Spanish
botanist and Heinrich Moritz Willkomm, a well-known German botanist, with the
discovery of a new species of a flower in the 19th century Spain in the
background.

It is the year 1879, Valle de Valcabriel, Teruel. Loreto Catalán de Ocón looks at the rugged mountains
in Aragón and recollects her native Girona and also her boarding school in Switzerland. A long time has
passed since she left Girona to marry Manuel with whom she had two daughters. Both girls, Blanca
and Clotilde, love nature and after long winters in Barcelona in their mother’s house they only dream
of going back to Teruel. Once there, Blanca will spend hours wandering across the valley, delighted to
add to her collection of flowers and dreamy Clotilde will write poems and chase butterflies. Loreto
firmly believes in freedom and education for women and, at her request, canon Bernardo Zapater will
encourage the two girls to follow their scientific interests.
One day Heinrich Moritz Willkomm, a German botanist arrives in the town. He is working on a book
which will revolutionize botany and has been cataloguing flowers and species for years. From the
moment they meet they become inseparable and Blanca discovers in him a soulmate. Willkomm loves
her too but he is already engaged and Germany is his world. Blanca, like the sweet-smelling flower she
has discovered with Willkomm, to which they have given the name of Blanca, decides to live the daily
life of changing seasons: there will come the winter of her melancholy, the fragrant and short spring,
the summer dry and cruel and the autumn, the prelude to the snow.
Some years later, on the day of her wedding with judge Enrique Ruiz del Castillo, Blanca receives a
letter with only a small portrait of a young man and a pressed flower, delicate and white, wordless as
only true love can be.
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Flavia Company

Flavia Company (Buenos Aires, 1963) is a writer, translator and literary critic. She
contributes to different media and teaches writing workshops. Her more than thirty
written works include novels, essays and short story collections, some of which have
been translated in countries such as the Netherlands, France, Germany, Italy, Portugal,
Brazil, Greece and in Latin America. Company feels at home in mixed and complementary
genres and refuses to be labelled, letting her work, whose outstanding features are
defiance, intelligence and intensity, speak for itself as a whole.
http://fcompany.blogspot.com.es
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Flavia Company

Haru
Literary Novel
Publisher: Catedral
Date of publication: March 2016
Pages: 384
Rights sold: Poland / Wydawnictwo Nisza
Haru is a unique, moving novel, a universal and
magical story steeped in oriental culture. It is a tale of
learning, whose heroine discovers that nothing is
easy and that moving forward in life requires
patience, steadfastness and the wisdom of the
masters.

Haru is 15 years old when her father, a teacher of calligraphy and a strict man, sends her to an archery
dojo. He is fulfilling the wish of her mother, who on her deathbed tells her that she must not be a
nuisance to her father and that she must learn the discipline and the art of archery. Haru agrees
against her will but does not understand her mother’s demand. She does not even have time to miss
her as she has to grab a few belongings and hurry to the dojo. There she will meet three teachers and
seven pupils. She will spend a few years there in a continual inner struggle between the acceptance of
her masters’ teachings and the knot that she has been dragging in her soul ever since she left home.
When the apprenticeship is finished, and the pupils have learnt the discipline of archery - the
discipline of life- they leave the protective dojo and have to face up to modern life. Their destines
interweave and this shows how the vicissitudes of life can shape the purest soul. Haru starts working
as an apprentice to an old man who calls himself a master shoemaker. She spends a few more years
there but in the end the years of emptiness and lack of contact with her father weigh heavily on her
and her life goes off the rails. Or rather it gets back on them, as she says. She forgets the teachings
and the discipline and becomes attracted to material goods. Haru’s life will only make sense when she
comes full circle, when she realizes that in order to leave home, you must first return. And forgive.
“Without professing any religion and following only her own intuition, Company portrays the Orient as
a metaphor of the necessity to make a change and to learn”.
Clarín
In the style of tales which do not claim to be a part of any period of time but belong to all. This is
shown in the choice of a story pertaining to the Oriental tradition of sinuous apprenticeship which
should find its conclusion in the acquired wisdom.”
El País
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Carmela Díaz

Carmela Díaz has published four novels. With excellent academic record ― two
bachelor’s degrees and two postgraduate studies― she has a prolific professional career
in the area of communication and public relations. At present, she directs one of the
most prestigious PR agencies in Spain. She regularly collaborates with diverse media, has
published over six hundred articles, keeps a blog on style in the Semana weekly and has a
column on trends and lifestyle in Diario Abierto.
www.carmeladiaz.com
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Carmela Díaz

Amor es la respuesta / Love is the Answer
Women’s fiction
Publisher: La Esfera de los Libros
Date of publication: May 2017
Pages: 460
Amor es la respuesta is a story of five generations of
remarkable women and of the search for a hidden
treasure. It is a novel brimming with adventure and
mystery, with historical setting in the background,
historical figures taking part in the intrigue and with
three fascinating love stories cleverly woven into the
plot.

Set in Madrid, London, Istanbul and Saint Petersburg in the 19th and 20th century and the present
times, Amor es la respuesta is a great adventurous odyssey, which begins within the walls of
magnificent harems in the Ottoman empire, then takes us to the court of Nicolas II, the last tsar of
Russia and finally follows with the mysterious life of an English lady and her granddaughter, a beautiful
antiques dealer, who while searching for her roots will also find love. In the middle of the 19th
century, Selma, a bewitching maiden is chosen to become a member of the harem of one of last
Ottoman sultans. Nobody could then foresee that she would become “the favourite” and later the
most enigmatic woman at the court of the tzars.
In the present times, Violeta, a young owner of an antique shop, finds out that her grandmother was a
distinguished English lady. In search of her origins she will come across the secrets of the past, stories
of forbidden love and the dangerous undercurrent of the illegal art trade. She will do it in the
company of two charming and attractive young men, who will captivate her: a cunning journalist and a
multimillionaire art sponsor.
“A novel, written and starred by women who tell about love in so many ways.”
Marie Claire
“Five female protagonists, placed in three different historical contexts and joined together by a
mysterious link, unfold a story half way between a spy conspiracy and romantic literature.”
El Confidential
“Carmela Díaz creates a narrative, which is both a passionate spy story and a romantic novel set
against the historical background of almost two centuries and in which five heroines piece flawlessly
together all the elements of the plot as if it were a puzzle.”
La Linterna de la COPE
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Alaitz Leceaga

Alaitz Leceaga, (Bilbao, 1982) is a great enthusiast of mystery and horror novels and
women’s fiction. Between 2008 and 2011 she wrote and published several short stories
in Spanish and English in different internet portals which have had over 60.000 views and
hundreds of favourable commentaries. In 2012 she finished writing her first novel and
had it published by Grupo AJEC in May of the same year. Luciérnagas al atardecer,
written under the pseudonym of Ava Gale, has been distributed and sold all over Spain
and was acclaimed by the critics in blogs which specialize in literary reviews. At the
moment, Alaitz belongs to a local club of writers where she is also a member of the jury
in short story competitions.
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Alaitz Leceaga

El bosque sabe tu nombre/The Forest Knows Your Name
Women’s fiction / Family Saga
Publisher: PRHGE/ Ediciones B
Date of Publication: May 2018
Pages: 577
Rights sold: Italy / Garzanti, Germany / Heyne

An enchanted place, a dream mansion, a cruel father,
twin girls at variance with each other, a lineage of
magnificent women fighting for survival, a family
saga set in Basque Country in 1928. The family saga
that keeps you engrossed from the first page until the
very last. “Sometimes you hunt the wolf, at other
times the wolf hunts you.”
El bosque sabe tu nombre tells the family saga of the marquises of Zuolaga, owners of a grand
mansion, the Villa Soledad, and of a profitable iron mine in a town in the Basque Country region.
Estrella is a daughter of the Zuloagas: she is capricious, egoistic and has a strong character. She and
her twin sister, Alma lead the life of the privileged in the family mansion amongst the parties, the
balls, the luxury and also many family secrets. But Estrella and Alma are not like other girls: they can
see and talk with the ghosts in the mansion or know exactly when the first spring flower will bloom.
Their relationship, however, is tainted with malice, rivalry, jealousy and dangerous power games and it
deteriorates when the girls reach adolescence. After a tragic incident and on the eve of the Civil War,
Estrella abandons the family mansion and sets on a long trip that will take her from the dry lands of
California to the glamour of Los Angeles and on her return trip she will have a taste of lavish parties in
the Madrid of a new regime. On her way, Estrella will have to do all she can to survive, to retain her
land and the family business.
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Lorena Franco

Lorena Franco (Barcelona, 1983), is a popular national and international actress with
roles in the cinema, TV series and advertising. After having self-published her 12 novels
on Amazon, she has become one of the leading authors per sales. In 2016, her novel La
viajera del tiempo (finalist of the Amazon Indie Competition) becomes an unprecedented
sellout phenomenon on the platform, and her other eleven titles take the first place in
digital sales in Spain. Her books have been translated into several languages and she is
now on the road to international success. At present she combines her acting career with
writing.
www.lorenafranco.com
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Lorena Franco

Ello lo sabe / She Knows
Thriller
Publisher: PRHGE/ Ediciones B
Date of Publication: June 2017
Pages: 450
Rights sold: Italy / Piemme, Poland /Albatros
Do we really know the people who surround us?
Perhaps, deep down, we prefer not see the reality so
that we can create a world after our own heart where
we feel comfortable. To what extent is Andrea
conscious of what is occurring around her? Does she
know?

Looking from the kitchen window of her house in a quiet residential area on the outskirts of
Barcelona, Andrea has a feeling that nothing ever happens. While her husband, Nico is in the office,
Andrea spends her time contemplating the life of her neighbours, especially the life of the model
marriage of María and Carlos. She has been living here for two years, since the time when she left her
flat in Santa Anna Street, in Barcelona after her dear neighbour and confidant, Clara, died from an
overdose of heroin. Since then she has been taking tranquillizers with coffee and whisky. She knows
she should give up the habit because her greatest desire is to have a baby but in spite of medical care
she cannot get pregnant. Her boring daily routine is interrupted by the unexpected arrival from San
Francisco of her brother-in-law, Victor. He is an enigmatic character who allegedly has murdered an
influential American businessman. Once, in the early hours of the morning, Andrea can see María
leaving her home in the company of Victor. He comes back, she does not. Andrea’s curiosity is aroused
and she decides to investigate. But she will pay a high price for her curiosity. María’s name is not
María, Carlos turns out to be a wife-beater and none of those who surround her, not even her
husband, are what they appear to be.
“The new Queen of the International Domestic Noir is Spanish. Get ready to be hooked.”
Woman
“Whisky and drugs. The new Carlos Ruíz-Zafón is a woman and she writes thrillers.”
El Español
“She has emerged as one of the greatest happenings in the prose fiction in our country. Lorena Franco
is the writer of the moment.”
El Correo Gallego
“The thriller of this summer is Ella lo sabe. Lorena Franco certainly knows how to leave you
breathless.”
Radio 3/RNE
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Manuel Hurtado

Manuel Hurtado (Écija,1962) spent his childhood and adolescence in Córdoba and then
studied in Linares, Sevilla and Madrid. He has a diploma in mining engineering as well as
in Programa de Alta Dirección de Empresas (PADE) of the IESE Business School. For the
last twenty-five years he has worked for Saint-Gobain, a French multinational company.
His professional career has included top managerial positions in Segovia, Mendoza
(Argentine), Barcelona, Madrid and currently in Paris. He has made his debut in literature
with the novel La hora del Lobo Gris, which was finalist in the 15th Edition of the
Fernando Lara Award. La librería del callejón is his second novel.
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Manuel Hurtado

La librería del callejón / A Bookshop in a Blind Alley
Historical Novel
Publisher: La Esfera de los Libros
Date of publication: June 2016
Pages: 732

A painter, looking for his disappeared lover, an old
Republican bookseller and a spy conspiracy in the
Madrid of the 1940s.

Madrid in 1940. After some years in exile in Paris, the painter Adrián Fadrique decides to return to
Madrid to recover his past and to find Amelia. There is a gap in his memory caused by an accident
which erased a great part of his reminiscences. In the city there still survive the hidden remnants of
the Republican resistance and numerous groups of foreign agents, who are trying to sway the position
of Spain in the recently declared World War. Finding himself at a turning point, Adrián gets involved in
a scheme that will lead him towards collaboration with La Fundación, a clandestine movement under
the auspices of the British Intelligence and headed by Ernesto Lara, in whose old bookshop they used
to meet during the war. In this environment he will recognize who he was and will also discover clues
to the whereabouts of Amelia.
Many years later, professor Alejandro Piedra buys an oil painting of an unknown painter, Adrián
Fadrique, at the auction at the Sotheby’s. Everything seems to indicate that it is a work of little
importance but the information stirs up the interest of some odd groups which intend to snatch it
from him.
La librería del callejón is a novel about loyalty, art, the mystery and the twists and turns of fate. About
how a painter in love becomes a spy and a protégé of a Nazi officer, obsessed with the art and the
occult. All this is happening in the post-war Madrid, rife with intrigues and people who are not what
they seem to be.
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Carmen Mola

Carmen Mola. Who is Carmen Mola? The author who doesn’t want to
reveal her identity but who already became an editorial phenomenon sold
to four countries before the publication in Spain. La novia gitana is her first
novel. In preparation, the second instalment with Inspector Elena Blanco,
La red purpura.
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Carmen Mola

La novia gitana / A Gipsy Bride
Thriller
Publisher: PRHGE/Alfaguara
Date of publication: May 2018
Pages: 408
Rights sold: France/Actes Sud, Norway/Gyldendal,
Germany/Penguin Verlag, The Netherlands/Xander
Inspector Elena Blanco has to raise every fold of the
Gypsy Bride’s veil to get to the truth: who hated
Susana so much, who hated her sister and her father?
While working on the case she will have to deal with
a dangerous murderer, a vengeance, the age-old
religion and the revelation of some terrible facts
about herself.
“In Madrid there are not many murders committed”, deputy inspector Ángel Zárate’s old mentor in
the police force used to say”; “but when they happen, there is nothing the other cities can be envious
of”, would add inspector Elena Blanco, the Head of the Analysis Brigade, a police department created
for resolving the most complicated and most heinous crimes.
Susana Macaya, a Gypsy girl, educated in a non-gypsy environment, disappears after her hen party.
Nothing is known about her until two days later when her body turns up in the run-down Quinta de
Vista Alegre park, with its abandoned gardens, mansions and classical statues, in the district of
Carabanchel.
It might have been just another routine investigation, were it not for the fact that the victim was
brutally tortured and that her sister Lara, also about to be married, also a young and beautiful Gypsy
girl was murdered in the same manner seven years before. Lara’s killer is serving a sentence in prison,
so there are only two possibilities: it is either a copycat murder or an innocent person has been
imprisoned.
For these two reasons the Head of Operations, inspector Rentero decides to take the case from young
Zárate and give it to the experienced Elena Blanco. She is a peculiar character, a loner, a fan of grappa,
of karaoke, of old Soviet cars and of romantic encounters in underground parking bays. A very special
police officer who keeps working in the force because she must not forget that there is a case in her
life she cannot close.
To investigate implies getting to know people, revealing their secrets, their lack of consistency, their
life. In the case of Lara and Susana it will be necessary to delve into the life of the Gypsies who have
renounced their customs in order to integrate into the society as well as into the life of those who
condemn such attitudes and do not forgive. It will also require acknowledging petty displays of racism
they face every day…
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Graziella Moreno

Graziella Moreno (Barcelona, 1965) wanted to study journalism but finally, by chance,
took up law and continued writing in her spare time. She has become well acquainted
with the mechanisms of the legal administration system when in 1991 she began working
as a police officer and then in 2002 as a judge. She has specialized in criminal law. She
writes stories and articles for magazines and digital newspapers. Her first novel Juegos de
maldad (Grijalbo) was published in 2015. It was shortlisted for the 2015 Best Crime Story
at the Cubelles Noir Festival and received a special mention of the jury. In 2016 she
published El bosque de los inocentes (Grijalbo) and in 2017, its sequel, Flor seca (Alrevés).
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Graziella Moreno

Juegos de maldad / Evil Games
Thriller - Sofia Valle Saga
Publisher: Grijalbo
Date of publication: February 2015
Pages: 320
The first instalment of the crime series set in
Barcelona with Judge Sofia Valle and her team. Along
with her other routine proceedings, Judge Sofía Valle
is focusing on these two cases: the stabbed boy
Roger, barely fourteen years old, whose story
contradicts itself, leading Corporal Anna Milà and
Judge Sofía to further investigate his family
environment; and the anti-drug operation that the
Barcelona police force have made a priority.
At eleven o'clock on a rainy Thursday at the end of January Sofia Valle, examining magistrate, receives
a call from Corporal Anna Milà of the Mossos d'Esquadra. A woman walking her dog in a housing
estate on the outskirts of Taulera, thirty kilometres from Barcelona, has found a boy with a knife
wound in his neck on a forest path. He was bleeding, he was numb with cold and he could barely
speak, but shortly before the ambulance arrived he had whispered some confusing words: "Stars,"
"She cut me," and "She." It is the culmination of a day that for Sofia has not been easy. She has had to
deal in the court with the man who, for a long time, has been misleading the National Police of
Barcelona and the court of Taulera, where she works. Marcos de Sola moves the strings of an
increasingly influential drug gang from the comfort of his cell in jail and no one can prove it. He knows
it and takes the liberty of threatening the judge in a veiled way. For twenty-two days Sofía Valle will
have on her desk, besides all the routine proceedings, these two priority cases.

“A novel in which nothing is missing: the social aspects, the loneliness of human beings, the stories of
personal attraction, the sentimental changes of fortune… All the events related in detail are a
magnificent presentation of the characters in a language which is simple, direct, devoid of artifice.”
Librerio de la Plata
“The plot develops in a fictitious place of Taulera where the author will dissect the functioning and the
legal loopholes of the police and judiciary systems and will also penetrate the terrain of evil, a
disturbing reality which rarely occupies the front pages of the newspapers but more and more often is
a part of the cases brought to the courts.”
Megustanloslibros.blog.spot
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Graziella Moreno

Flor seca / A Dry Flower
Thriller – Sofia Valle Saga
Publisher: Alrevés
Date of publication: March 2017
Pages: 296
The second instalment of the series with Judge Sofia
Valle. The discovery of the body of a woman, covered
with lavender petals and with her face brutally
smashed will bring to light the case of corruption in
the headquarters of the National Police Force in
Barcelona.

Sofía Valle, the judge who is assigned to the case, would rather like to move forward in her
professional and personal life but this investigation conducted together with Mossos d’Esquadra, will
command her attention and raise many doubts. Some suspicion will even fall on her friend and
colleague Rivas, a policeman, who will be given an important mission to find out who pulls the strings
of the plot.
The investigators encounter many difficulties but for Anna and Víctor, two young National Police
officers, the case will turn out to be a particularly hard puzzle to solve, not devoid of danger. When
two different forces suspect one another mutual distrust emerges on both sides.
Looming over them is the sinister shadow of those who take advantage of human weaknesses in order
to obtain money and power. Nobody is safe, everybody has their price, very often much too high.
“An analysis of a human soul and a proof that we all have a price which depends on the circumstances
we are in. A real pleasure to read.”
Laisladelasmilpalabras.blogspot.
“The plot of the book revolves around the “small-scale” corruption which we may come across every
day. Though of lesser economic proportions and much less spectacular the damage it causes is equally
or even more serious, especially in the family relations and work settings.”
Abrirunlibro.com
“Flor seca is a detective novel which will not leave you indifferent. Highly descriptive, with skillfully
devised characters it captures us like a spider’s web among intrigues, secrets, trustworthy people and
a flood of doubts.”
Lapetitalibreria.blogspot.com
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Clara Peñalver

Clara Peñalver (Granada, 1983) is a writer and creative consultant. She graduated in
Biology at the University of Granada, where she lives. She has created Habitación
Sellada, a method which integrates neuroscience and psychology with traditional
narrative techniques and whose aim is to help writers maximize their creative
potential not only in the literary sphere. For a time she was a TV presenter in the “La
Mitad Invisible” cultural programme. She is the author of the novels: Sangre (El
Páramo, 2009; Debolsillo, 2013), Cómo matar a una ninfa (Debolsillo, 2013), El
juego de los cementerios (Debolsillo, 2014), La fractura del reloj de
arena (Debolsillo, 2016) and Las voces de Carol (Ediciones B, 2018). She has also
published collections of short stories and children’s books.
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Clara Peñalver

Las voces de Carol / Carol’s Voices
Psychological thriller
Publisher: PRH/Ediciones B
Date of publication: February 2019
Pages: 450

After a murder case has been taken away from her, Carol is put in charge of a
completely different investigation. Abril Zondervan, a famous writer, living in
Malaga has been found dead with no apparent signs of violence. The victim’s
schizophrenia and her posthumous book will involve the inspector in a plot as
absorbing and delirious as the manuscript of the dead writer.

Headstrong and determined, Carol Medina takes her job in the department of homicides and
kidnappings of the criminal police in Malaga too seriously. People she is working with think that what
drives her on is her desire to get a promotion at any cost. But in fact, it is not so. When she is not busy
with her investigations or with the old motorcycle she has been trying to repair for months, she
recollects the old case of a death which broke her heart. Now the case of the dead writer will open for
her the door to the world of madness in which the inspector, without being aware of it, will feel
comfortable.
A precocious writer, Abril Zondervan achieved international fame at the age of seventeen with what
the majority of the critics defined “a harrowing novel, and difficult to classify”. At the age of eighteen
she was diagnosed with schizophrenia and after a medical treatment the voices she heard in her head
and her creativity vanished into nothing. Her second great book came only six years later after a very
difficult personal experience, which helped her to recover and to become the hearer of voices. Many
years after this personal and professional success, her body, kept in the refrigerator in the Forensic
Institute in Malaga is waiting for somebody to solve the mystery of her murder and to uncover the
managerial plot behind her death and that of her best friend.
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Nerea Riesco

Nerea Riesco is a writer with a university degree in Journalism. She was awarded the
Novela Ateneo Joven de Sevilla Prize (2004) for El País de las Mariposas. Her literary
career becomes established with Ars Magica, (Grijalbo 2007), a mix of a historical novel,
a thriller and a book of magic spells where the reason and magic interweave, and which
earned her a place among the finalists of the prestigious Espartaco Award in 2008. Her
next novel, El elefante de marfíl (Grijalbo, 2010) is an ambitious family saga of passionate
love, shameful secrets and mysteries of the past, set in the evocative time frame of
Seville at the end of the 18th century. In 2014 she published the novel Tempus (Planeta)
and in 2015 Las puertas del paraíso (Grijalbo), a novel set in the final years of the 15th
century, when Christian forces advance relentlessly on the so-called infidels, ready to
recapture Granada. Her novels have been translated into 10 languages.
She is also the author of a book-cum-manual for children about chess, El secreto del
desván (2009). Her stories have been included in various anthologies: Cuentos desde el
otro lado (2016), Cervantes tiene quien le escriba (2016), Retales del pasado (2015),
Historias del 8 de marzo (2008), Macondo boca arriba (2006). Currently she directs and
presents a radio programme, Pasen y lean, devoted to literature and contributes to some
dailies such as: El Mundo, El País and El Correo.
www.nereariesco.com
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Nerea Riesco

Los lunes en el Ritz / Mondays at the Ritz
Women’s fiction / Historical Novel
Publisher: Planeta/Espasa
Date of publication: March 2018
Pages: 540
Rights sold: Italy /Garzanti
Los lunes en el Ritz is a women’s fiction and contains
all the ingredients of the genre: personal
development of an extraordinary young girl, the
solidarity of the women who achieve the unthinkable
by sticking together and a beautiful love story that
transcends the frontiers, conspiracies and military
conflicts.

Madrid, the end of 1929. Martina Romero, a young girl with an extraordinary talent for painting is
attending her first party in the lounge of the elegant Ritz Hotel, after having urged her strict father,
the hotel’s director, to let her do so. There she meets Bosco, an aspiring actor, with whom she has a
bitter disagreement. Disappointed about the unsuccessful introduction into the high society, she
decides to concentrate on what she considers her mission. Together with her mother, Eveline and her
friends, they found the Association of Damas de la Caridad de San Vicente de Paul. This group of ladies
organizes raffles, suppers, parties and charity sales to help Father Eugenio, a rather unconventional
priest, whose aim in life is to protect the dignity of the poor. Meanwhile, behind the deceptive
appearance of luxury and carelessness in the hotel, the country is seething with unrest. The dictator
Primo de Rivera steps down and the political system changes from monarchy to the Republic. A
massive wave of anticlerical violence produces the burning of hundreds of churches and convents all
over the country, destroying a great part of the artistic heritage. Father Eugenio salvages three
paintings, two Zurbaráns and one Van Dyck, and this risky step will lead to a series of actions which will
require breaking of quite a number of moral norms and religious principles.
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Rebeca Tabales

Rebeca Tabales (Madrid, 1981), a novelist and a
poet, holds a degree in Psychology and is currently
studying neurolinguistics and forensic psychology.
She won the XIIIth Ateneo Joven de Sevilla
Competition with her first novel: Eres bella y brutal
(Algaida, 2008). She was a researcher for the TV
Series, Seis hermanas, which she later fictionalized
under the title of Seis hermanas. Los Años de
inocencia (2015), and is the author of Cartas de la
Madame inglesa (Click Ediciones, 2017). Perfil de
Alberta is her fourth novel and the first in the
series with the profiler Rut Martín Blanca.
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Rebeca Tabales

Perfil de Alberta / The Profile of Alberta
Psychological Thriller
Publisher: PRH /Ediciones B
Publication date: February 2019
Pages: 350
In the style of Patricia Highsmith, The Profile of Alberta revolves around guilt, lies
and crime and the novel’s characters, very well depicted, operate on the
borderline between good and evil.
Rut is an independent forensic psychologist. She thinks that at her age of 35 her job should bring her
more money and more recognition. Her heart is divided between a desk-bound detective, a policeman
with a patch on one eye and her daughter, a lippy addict to video games.
Javier, a seven-year-old boy, has gone through more in life than any adult would bear. One day he
begins acting like a mad dog. He has a secret to tell but nobody listens to him.
Alberta has become a shadow of a seductive and rebellious woman she once was. She is rude, cynical
and self-destructive. She has exhausted all help and has rejected all charity. She also has a secret,
which she would prefer to forget.

One day, Rut will cross the paths with Javier and Alberta.
I have interviewed Alberta Velázquez, 37, and her son Javier García Velázquez,7, every
afternoon this week for several hours. I have enough mental notes to begin composing her profile…
… To renounce the attribute of the body and of the mind, the only attributes all human
beings possess from the day they are born, is the first signal of evil from the depth of the precipice.
The first call of death.
One day, in the dark hours of childhood with its tranquil rhythm, with its romantic moon,
there appears the beast of degeneration and it is the werewolf, the zombie, the vampire; one that
abuses, one that does not feel, one that betrays. There is no way to escape. The road branches off.
Now, there is no sole option, one is not any more an entity, good or bad, one becomes many more.
And while the personality branches off, the options become limited to only two: freedom or
submission.
The free one spews out, always at a cost, the corruption of the other, recovers and goes his
way. The moon is not so bright any more, there is blood in the water but the losses are tolerable, one
can give a name to the scar. The slave plunges directly from his innocence into the rotten heart of the
other like a diver, disregards his growth and his hopes, gives up out of a weakness or courage,
succumbs out of love or diversion. Alberta succumbed…
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